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FADE IN :

EXT. THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE-CAIRO .DAY

Title : The presidential palace-Cairo
              3rd of July 2013

Tens of full armed rebellions are getting out of few armored military 
vehicles , some are dressed in the Egyptian military uniform , others 
are dressed in casual , all are having positions around the outside 
fence of the Egyptian presidential palace , SRGEANT TOLBA , one of 
the rebellions who's driving a military jeep pulls over then start 
talking to the chief general of the presidential guards at the main 
gate which is blocked with another military vehicle .  

                             TOLBA
               I'm sergeant Tolba, and I'm ordering 
               you in the name of general Al Sisi to
               open that gate and get your men out of here .
                                                                 
The chief general of the presidential guards looks down for a moment 
then nods approval before looking at his own guards behind the ironic 
gate and on the top of blocking vehicle .

                             THE GENERAL
               Open the gate , 
                   (looking at tolba)
               You're nothing but fucked up rebellions .
             
               
The presidential guards start to open the gate , the blocking 
military vehicle start moving away and clearing the way to main 
gate , the chief general stares at the back seat of the military Jeep 
where we can see another rebellion who keeps pointing his Kalashnikov 
at him , Tolba who's looking at the general looks back .

                             TOLBA
                   (looking back)
               Put your gun down asshole , 
                    (looking back at the general)
               the general is one of us , right?!

The solider puts down his Kalashnikov ,the general gives no reply .
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                             TOLBA (CONTD)
                    (mockingly)
                Right or not M.r ex-general?!
                                                                   

Here the soldier at the back seat pulls up his gun one again and 
point it at the nervous general outside .

                             THE GENERAL
                  (nervously)
              You and your leader are nothing but scums .

                             TOLBA
              Yeah , Scums with more guns than what you
              have , see you later betrayer !.
                            
                             THE GENERAL
              You who've betrayed our president ,
              you who've betrayed our last hope ,
              you who've betrayed the freedom of
              the Egyptians .

Here two presidential guards manually open the gate , rows of 
military vehicle start invading the front yard of the presidential 
palace .

INT.THE FIRST ARMORED VEHICLE-THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE-CAIRO-DAY

One armed rebellion who's seated next to Tolba looks at him .

                             ARMED REBELLION #1
                   (to Tolba)
              Why we didn't give the order to kill
              him ?!

                             TOLBA
                   (while driving)
              Coz this is against Al Sisi's plan .
                   (looking at the rebellion)
              even when your thought is a part of it .
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EXT.THE FRONT YARD OF THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE-CAIRO-DAY

Beside one of the many armored vehicles nearby the entrance mahogany 
door of the presidential palace we see clearly GENERAL AL SISI ,50s , 
the leader of the military coup while moving out of one American 
hummer Jeep before being surrounded with circles of full armed guards 
, guards start shooting belts of fire in the air while heading with 
Al Sisi toward the entrance door.

INT.THE MAIN HALL OF THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE-CAIRO-DAY
                                                                 
All the employees of the presidential palace are dressed in black , 
some are quietly sitting behind their desks , others are standing 
outside their offices , many are looking at the direction of the 
completely closed brownish woody door of the presidential palace , 
here , the armed rebellions start shooting heavy fires from the other 
side , the penetrating bullets keeps moving forward even after 
penetrating the woody door , smashing down Egypt's most valuable 
ancient statues which decorate the main hall of the presidential 
palace , one penetrating bullet penetrate the woody door then the 
bodies of three employees while trying to take cover before sending 
them all down in no physical reactions at all , the screams of the 
female employees is less higher than the heavy shooting outside . 
Upstairs we see a young frightened girl unable to go anywhere while 
bullets are penetrating the wall from behind her , down stairs we see 
her mother shouting and waving a hand at her daughter hopefully if 
she can move away out of the shooting zone , the frightened crying 
mother start rushing upstairs in her try to reach and protect her 
daughter but she couldn't make it , same with the frightened young 
girl , both are hugging each other for one last time before resting 
in eternal peace , down stairs , rebellions start smashing down the 
remains of the woody door before getting into the main hall of the 
presidential palace , they keep shooting at all the still-alive 
employees and destroying most of the valuable decoration inside 
Egypt's first palace , shortly they start doing the same thing to all 
the other chambers before returning back to general Al Sisi who's 
standing nearby the stairs among his guards  , Tolba approaches while 
clasping on a Kalashnikov .

                             TOLBA
               Its clear here . 

Al Sisi nods then steps upstairs among heavily armed guards , he 
looks at the dead bodies in no facial reaction .



                             AL SISI
               I don't want a single evidence , 
                   (looking down at Tolba)                   
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               burn them all .

Tolba nods at Al Sisi then turns back and walks out .
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